Important

Before commissioning and starting installation:

1. Read through these instructions and check that you have all the correct parts of your order.
2. Check the height of the glass or glasses.
3. Check the sizes and height against the required height on site making sure they are correct before assembling.*
4. Please check and note the size and weight of the glass. Please carry out a proper risk assessment and method statement of how to install this safely before starting.
5. You should plan for enough labour and maneuver space for lifting and access with a safe and secure platform.

*Please note the indicated sizes in this document refer to our standard height systems.
*Do not scale from this drawing.
1. Check the height of the glass and the sizes and heights of the different profiles.

2. Measure the opening and check the glass width, then mark up the position of the base profiles on the wall.

*External base profile width equals glass width plus 35mm*

*Check that the height will achieve a minimum of 1100mm from the inside finished floor level*
3. Check the height and line where the glass will run so there is nothing in the way and the glass will be free to be installed.

4. Install the first profile on the wall, making sure it is vertically level, positioning the plastic glass support and end cap on the bottom part.
5. Measure the distance top and bottom to the opposite profile and install it at the correct width gap required for the glass. Make sure it is both vertically level and also aligned height wise to the opposite profile.

6. Check that all the rubber gaskets are sitting well in their groove on the fixed profiles.
5. Measure the distance top and bottom to the opposite profile and install it at the correct width gap required for the glass. Make sure it is both vertically level and also aligned height wise to the opposite profile.

6. Check that all the rubber gaskets are seating well in their groove on the fixed profiles.

7. Check that the top end caps are not in place on both sides.

8. Check the weight of the glass and make sure you are using enough manpower and a safe working platform with enough room to hold the glass.
9. Place the glass carefully onto the plastic supports and hold it against the profiles.

10. To clamp the glass in place, fix the pusher profile into the main profile. Use the 4.8mm x 38mm self-tapping screws provided. Do this on both sides and ensure that all 8 holes on each side are used and that the screws are fixed through the spacer profile and into the main profile.
9. Place the glass carefully onto the supports and hold it against the profiles.

10. To clamp the glass in place, fix the pusher profile into the main profile. Use the 4.8mm x 38mm self-tapping screws provided. Do this on both sides and ensure that all 8 holes on each side are used and that the screws are fixed through the spacer profile and into the main profile.

11. Clip the cover profile onto the pusher profile.

12. With a small dab of silicone, drop the end cap into place.
Important

Before commissioning and before starting installation:

1. Read through these instructions and check that you have all the correct parts of your order.
2. Check the height of the glass or glasses.
3. Check the sizes and height against the required height on site making sure they are correct before assembling.*

*Please note the indicated sizes in this document refer to our standard height of such systems.

*Do not scale from the drawings in this document.